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FBI agent confronts heritage in movie
surprisingly impressed with the wisdom of the ancient medicine man
(Chief Ted Thin Elk), the tribe's native
spirituality and the courage of Dartmouth-educated activist Maggie Eagle
Bear (Sheila Tousey).
Eventually, evidence of an organized conspiracy makes him question
his rock-solid patriotic beliefs and consider his Native American heritage
anew — in spite of daunting personal
consequences.
On the surface, director Michael Apted's murder mystery stalls and stagnates. The investigation unfolds ploddingly with Shepherd's character disappearing for long stretches as Ray is
reluctantly exposed to a mystical
Native American mind-set.
Due to recurring rough language, a
few grisly shots of dead bodies and
several shootouts, the U.S. Catholic
Conference classification is A-DI —
adults. The Motion Picture Association
of America rating is R — restricted.

By Gerri Pare
Catholic News Service

NEW YORK — A yuppie FBI agent
is forced to confront his Native American heritage when assigned to a late
1970s murder investigation on a South
Dakota badlands reservation in Thunderheart (Tri-Star).
Arriving on the reservation scornful
of his one-quarter-Indian blood, agent
Ray Levoi (Val Kilmer) is ordered by
his cynical superior, Frank Coutelle
(Sam Shepard), to wrap up the investigation quickly. Coutelle points to
the chief suspect, militant tradionalist
Jimmy Looks Twice (John Trudell), as
the likely killer.
Tribal police officer Walter Crow
Horse (Graham Greene), however, is
skeptical of Coutelle's snap conclusions and nudges Ray toward a more
open-minded inquiry — including
considering such mystical notions as
listening to the wind.
Initially hostile, Ray finds himself
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TriStar Pictures
Val Kilmer (left) portrays an FBI
agent sent into the South Dakota
Badlands to investigate a murder
on an Indian reservation In Thunderheart. Kilmer confronts Graham
Greene, a rebellious tribal cop who
helps him realize that he is a pawn
in a plot that threatens not only the
spiritual bonds but the traditions of
the reservation.
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Author holds that love can win out over grief
in book exploring different 'masks' of death

1

psychological treatise on death.
The author skillfully blends philosophy and religious conviction, as he develops his thesis that love is stronger
By Father John J. Philipps
than death under five different
Guest contributor
"masks" of death: Enemy, Stranger,
Friend, Mother, and Lover.
If my physician were one day to tell
me that my years of good health were
Don't read the book hastily. If you
over — and somberly pronounce my
own your copy, you will want to have
condition as "terminal" — I would
your highlighter and pencil handy on
surely pack Peter J. Kreeffs Love is
every page.
Stronger than Death before my trip to
His final chapter, however, makes
the hospice.
his thesis most convincing. That is
when he speaks not as the philosopher,
That the author is a professor of phiprofessor, spiritual writer, or "terlosophy at Boston College is evident
minal" patient, but as Peter Kreeft — a
from his text, generously endowed
father who learns that his little 5-yearwith carefully annotated quotes from
old girl has a brain tumor.
Kierkegard, Aquinas, Sartre, Aristotle,
His book, Kreeft claims, was written
and many others. The author of many
before the "close encounter," not beother books on apologetics and spiricause of it. Although the anecdote
tuality, Kreeft's familiarity with and
does have a happy ending, it proves
use of the Scripture qualifies this book
conclusively that love is indeed
as a valuable spiritual book.
stronger than death.
And that he suffers from a terminal
Three groups of readers will profit
illness, as he acknowledges in the Infrom this insightful book: the terminatroduction, gives his work credibility
lly ill; those who minister to the terand a unique authenticity.
Love is Stronger than Death is not one minally ill; and those grieving a loved
one's death.
of those ubiquitous "how-to" books —
Really, the book should be read by
how to die. Also, the book does not deanyone who thinks he or she might die
lve into the feelings and attitudes that
someday. "Life is always fatal," Kreeft
surface through the various stages of
writes. "Nobody gets out of it alive."
dying, nor does it deal with ethical
questions such as the "right-to-die," or
Father Philipps is pastor of St.
what determines death in a human beBridget/St. Joseph Church in East Blooming. It is also not a legal, medical, or
field.
Love is Stronger Than Death, by
Peter J. Kreeft, Ignatius Press (1979);
141 pages; $8.95.
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Society
'Dedicated to preserving the
sound of the "King of Instruments'

Presents:

LANCE LUCE
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Friday, April 2 4 t h
8 : 1 5 pm
AT THE AUDITORIUM CENTER
8 7 5 Main S t . E a s t
Special Discount for Senior-Citizen
Groups of 10 or more
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EVENING OF THE CONCERT.
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HOLY LAND
EGYPT

8-28 Days
35 itineraries to choose from

Athens, Assisi, Bethlehem, Cairo, Corinth, Fatima, Galilee, Greek
Islands, Jerusalem, Lanciano, Lisbon, Loreto, Lourdes, Medjugorje,
Milan, Monte Cassino, Mount Carmel, Nazareth, Nevers, Nice,
Nile Cruise, Padre Pio, Padua, Paris, Pyramids, Santare, Switzerland, Venice and more.

A priest accompanies each trip as a Tour Chaplain
Join the thousands of satisfied travelers who go each year with MODERN PILGRIMAGES, America's largest and most experienced arranger of Catholic interest tours. Group organizers welcome.
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FOR COLORFUL NEW 1992/93 BROCHURE, CALL NOt^fa-free)

fife--MOD€RM PILGWNrlGeJ, IMC
1-800

1662-3700

Lowest
Prices
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Weekly
Departures

IF YOU LIVE IN AUBURN,
CANANDAIGUA, GENEVA, OR THE
FINGER LAKES REGION...
Earn Extra Money In Your Spare Time!
Work as much or as little as you want! Be your own boss and earn
generous commissions. The Catholic Courier seeks to engage motivated
individuals to sell advertising throughout the Finger Lakes Region. Ideal
for housewives, part-timers, or retirees who want to supplement Social
Security or just for some extra spending money.

For more details, call or write:
Bernie Puglisi, (716)328-4340
Catholic Courier, 1150 Buffalo Road
Rochester, NY 1 4 6 2 4
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LOGOS GUARANTEED BOOK OF THE WEEK!
At Logos, we bring you the best in Catholic Reading. If you're not completely satisfied,
return the book with the original sales receipt within 30 days and you'll receive a complete refund.
That's our MONEYBACK GUARANTEE, and it's that simple.
(Guarantee applies to books purchased up to 6 months from date of this ad)

LOVE IS STRONGER THAN DEATH by Peter J. Kreeft
In one of the most penetrating books, Peter Kreeft, as the
Christian philosopher, ponders the meaning of a terminal illness we all have: death. How we approach death, feel, about
death, cope with death, and actually die depends on how we
answer the question of what death is.,
Kreeft's book is a new statement of the Christian vision,
the Christian message: the meaning of our existence, and of
death, is the fulfillment of our deepest and purest desire, the
desire for the infinite joy and love of God.
- IGNATIUS PRESS
j VISA ANDMASTERCARD ORDERS ACCEPTED BY PHONE OR MAIL
OUT-OF TOWN

CUSTOMERS, CALL: 1-800-755-6467 (Greece Store Only)
. TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
PENFIELD
GREECE
THE STREET OF SHOPPES PENN-FAIR PLAZA
2200 Penfield Road
1500 Ridge Road West
(716)663-5085

Thursday, April 16,1992

(716) 377-4480
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LOVE IS STRONGER THAN DEATH

is available at Logos Bookstores for the low cost of $8.95. Stop in to one of our two
convenient locations to pick up your copy, or mail this coupon to:

LOGOS BOOKSTORE
THE STREET OF SHOPPES
1600 RIDGE ROAD WEST
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14615
Please send me my copy of LOVE IS STRONGER THAN DEATH Enclosed is $
(each Book $8.95 + 7% sales tax).
Number of Copies ordered.
Please include $1.65 (first book) postage & handling, 75 c each additional book. Make check or
money order payable to Logos Bookstore, or include your VISA or MasterCard # on order blank.
(Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery)
Name
Address
City
(Check One) VISA _ MasterCard _ Card # .

3tate

Zip .
exp. date.
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